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Sandra Harding’s *Objectivity and Diversity* deals with the epistemic and political limitations of a conception of scientific objectivity that, according to the author, is still in force in our societies. However, in this conception of objectivity, diversity (e.g., of individuals and communities of knowledge, but also, and especially, agendas, models of participation and even styles of reasoning in decision making) still plays a limited and undeserved role. The emergence of new forms of participation in science (i.e. “civic science” and “citizen science”) seems to warn us that any ideal of scientific objectivity that does not consistently meet the demands of pluralism and diversity posed by multicultural democracies is doomed to epistemic failure.

The diagnosis Harding offers us in her latest book is retrospective and prospective. The persuasive power of the proposed case studies is based on these two factors as well as on the interest of her reviews and on the socio-political relevance of the research program proposed by the author, a program whose motto constitutes the subtitle of the book: “Another Logic of Scientific Research” (is possible).

The diagnosis offered by this book is, first, retrospective because it allows us to evaluate and anticipate the scientific, social, political, and economic consequences of an ideal of objectivity that was previously separated from the epistemic value of diversity. Such are the diagnoses that the author makes about the social perception of prosperity that took place at the end of the Second World War. One of the typical manifestations of that period can be found in the ideal of the knowledge—of scientific rationality and technical-knowledge—understood as an epistemic good that should be transferred to the West to create the prosperity conditions necessary to make the world a safe place. As a result of this retrospective analysis, Harding asks questions that go beyond the merely rhetorical function of suspicions:

Moreover, didn’t modern Western science also have some degree of responsibility for the effective gas chambers, efficiently running trains, and talented munitions industries through which the holocaust was enacted? (…) Was the value-free autonomy-of-science stance taken by leaders of the scientific community simply an attempt to distract attention from the actual working of modern Western science and technology institutions, and to encourage the scientist, Congress, and the public to be
as ignorant as possible about such workings? Was it a major attempt to promote anti-intellectualism?¹

But suspicion is not a figure of speech characteristic of the argumentative style of this book. On the contrary, it stands out for its expository clarity, directness and an open interest in conducting weighted (as long as is reasonably necessary) and also devastating assessments. Harding’s aim in this book does not seem to be to present her diagnoses in a tolerable way to many, which, by the same token, would probably mean being unnecessarily ambiguous. Diagnoses are expressed clearly, and that allows the reader to approach unambiguously her critical review of the epistemic, political, and economic implications of the philosophy of science. And this is something that becomes clear when she claims, certainly with argumentative courage:

Thus an exceptionalist and triumphalist philosophy of science was propagated precisely at the moment when research in the United States and Europe was becoming more deeply directed by nationalist, military, and corporate economic and political values and interest. The logical empiricist philosophy of science helpfully aligned itself with economic and political projects of its era.²

As mentioned, the diagnosis made by Harding in Objectivity and Diversity is also prospective. The author defines and projects a research agenda where objectivity and diversity are no longer seen as mutually antagonistic concepts but as elements “mutually supportive.” Sandra Harding thinks that the impact that diversity has on the scientific activity (in any historical context of past, present and/or future) does not constitute a threat. Diversity is necessary to articulate the logic of scientific research according to an ideal of objectivity truly robust condition. Another example where you can appreciate the nature of the deep retrospective and prospective analysis which can be found in Objectivity and Diversity is that of epistemic accumulation.

This form of accumulation was a consequence of the effects of globalization on scientific research that took place with the colonial expansion of the various European nations from the sixteenth century. “Indigenous astronomy, mapping, agriculture, botany, and many other kinds of knowledge were appropriated directly into modern Western sciences during those periods.”³ Globalization entails a kind of second form of epistemic primitive accumulation with consequences for the development of science and technology. This is also the conclusion made by David Hess. Undoubtedly, in the notion of epistemic accumulation is implicit the idea that with any new appropriation process, expansion and colonization can generate a new process of epistemic accumulation.

Harding states that any form of colonization entails a form of epistemic accumulation; however, in order to provide this analysis with prospective relevance it is necessary to ask whether new research and scientific policy agendas can be made that meet the
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interests of the “newcomers.” Harding sees signs favourable to that thesis in what might be called epistemic modernization, a process marked by public demands for a change in the style of communication between scientists and citizens. It can be inferred that this is an example of how diversity and objectivity can function as elements “mutually supportive” when it comes to expanding and transforming the communication channels. In our view, one of the most innovative and inspiring aspects of the book lies in the nature of its approaches.

The old antagonistic relationship between objectivity and diversity is presented in this book as a relationship of complementarity precisely because philosophy of science has always developed in social settings, under the pressure of political and economic demands from which it cannot be isolated. The challenge is precisely that philosophers of science capture and commit to a notion of objectivity that does not ignore the epistemic achievements carried out in important areas of political philosophy such as feminism, social epistemology, or postcolonial studies in science and technology. This is the intellectual commitment that the author shows in this book (a strong commitment to objectivity).

This commitment to “strong objectivity” is the base for the normative force of the two dimensions of her diagnosis: the retrospective dimension, committed to the critical interpretation of the logic of scientific research in the recent past (all past is recent); and the prospective dimension, aimed at forecasting and anticipating the moral, social, political, and economic effects derived from the normative dimension of all forms of research carried out within a system of knowledge.

Both standpoint theory and “strong objectivity” do the majority of the heavy lifting in Objectivity and Diversity. Standpoint theory, inspired in part by Marx's “standpoint of the proletariat,” demands a reorienting of the criteria for objectivity as initiating from research outside of the dominant cultural and political paradigm. Harding's “strong objectivity,” which emerges from standpoint theory, is offered here as both methodology and critique of this dominant paradigm. Once we critically reassess the history and philosophy of Western science, we discover that the mythology of value-free, pure, or ideal science, is rooted deeply in the politics, economics, and values of the dominant Western culture of science and technology.

Consider one of the two core examples at the center of Harding's book: indigenous science. Indigenous knowledge systems offer empirically reliable and predictively accurate accounts of the natural world for local inhabitants despite being marginalized by Western science. The dominant notion of value-free objectivity rears its head to offer a corrective approach to conceptions of local knowledge. Western-influenced modernization and development programs encourage the spread of Western science and technology, or “real science,” to replace these impoverished views of the natural world:

Modernization theories have held that as Western scientific rationality and technical expertise have disseminated around the globe through so-called development projects, they will replace the myth, magic, and superstition
that have played such a big role in maintaining the supposedly backward and primitive non-Western societies and their inferior knowledge systems.\(^4\)

Harding argues that the allegedly apolitical conceptions objectivity used by the dominant Western paradigm to critique indigenous knowledge systems discounts how often Western societies co-opt indigenous knowledge (particularly in the case of indigenous botany and Western corporate interests in the medical and health sciences, e.g., “Big Pharma”) as well as how those indigenous knowledge systems provide valuable social and political resources for local inhabitants. They provide, so to speak, cultural repositories for local ethical, spiritual, and religious traditions.\(^5\)

The other example at the core of Harding’s book is found in the analysis of how the women’s movement starting in the 1960s inspired intersectional feminist approaches to scientific and social scientific research. Feminist methodologies revealed, among other things, that the allegedly objective and value-free political and economic development programs instituted in the Global South relied on the epistemic marginalization of the roles and voices of women and their dependents. Harding writes:

Successfully addressing women’s poverty requires strategies different from those that most benefit men. It is one thing to recognize the gender inequality in the distribution of poverty. However, mainstream approaches have tended to avoid treating women's needs and desires as revealing sources of information about how to reduce poverty. Rather, they tend to draw on false gender stereotypes in their strategies ... Feminist analyses have demonstrated again and again that policies that do not directly address the distinctive needs and desires of women in face rarely benefit women and their dependents equally, if at all.\(^6\)

Harding's focus on feminist approaches and the women's movement offers the second prong of her critique of the dominant conception of objectivity. This is because discussions of objectivity and ideal science disregard women, their dependents, and other intersectional identities, as being knowers in their own right. For Harding, focusing on intersectional issues and indigenous peoples is not simply an issue of policy-making, but an example of how scientific research, and, in this case, social scientific research, and society are critically intertwined with each other, as “sciences and their societies co-produce and co-constitute each other…”\(^7\)

The feminist-influenced shift in research methodology, inspired by the women’s movements in the 1960s, demanded that scientific research focus on the margins of experience to capture epistemic content that is too often left out. This is the philosophical work of standpoint theory and “strong objectivity.” Harding argues that those on the
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margins ask different questions and employ different methodologies than those in the current dominant paradigm and that the diversity and pluralism of epistemic voices is key for maximizing objectivity.

Thus, in order to move toward a better conception of objectivity and better logic of scientific research, we must first recognize that (1) objectivity as a criterion has always had a politics and that that politics has been dominated by a Western androcentric view of science and objectivity, and that (2) the marginalization of diverse knowers hinders rather than helps our aims for objectivity in scientific research. Pluralism in terms of methodology and diversity in terms of knowers will allow us to achieve this maximal objectivity.

In the final chapter of *Objectivity and Diversity*, Harding reminds us that value-free science was a political choice with origins in the Vienna Circle’s logical positivism and the political landscape that many of its members found themselves in upon immigrating to post-World War II America. Harding claims that the growth of anti-communist and anti-semitic McCarthyism and the start of the Cold War forced a radical reimagining of the role and goals of the philosophy of science.8 It declared itself objective and value-free to avoid being co-opted by the less-than desirable political forces of the time. Harding’s recounting of this history is not to convince us that objectivity is impossible, but to remind us that objectivity is situated. The individual knower exists as a member of several co-existing, and sometimes competing, identities. We need to reshape our thinking about scientific research to include what Harding calls our, “New Proper Scientific Selves.” These selves are able to consider and respond to a variety of roles and responsibilities in a variety of different contexts – that is to say, our research selves are not an autonomous unity.9 In fact, as Harding sums up in the concluding chapter, recognizing the disunity of the self along with a bit of modesty concerning the possibility of a unified metaphysics will go a long way toward our knowledge-producing ends:

Attention in our analyses to issues of intersectionality improves the quality of research. It works against irresponsible universalizing tendencies in our thinking and practice. And it can induce a welcome dose of modesty about the ability of our work to provide the “one true account” that perfectly reflects reality at any particular moment…one can begin to see how knowers are not fundamentally autonomous, self-creating, culture-free individuals…these accounts draw attention to the researchers’ inevitable and necessary interactions with networks, communities, or social movements in the production of knowledge.10
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